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The synonyms of “Documented” are: attested, authenticated

Documented as an Adjective

Definitions of "Documented" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “documented” as an adjective can have the
following definitions:

Established as genuine.
Furnished with or supported by documents.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Documented" as an adjective (2 Words)

attested Established as genuine.
authenticated Established as genuine.
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Usage Examples of "Documented" as an adjective

The first documented case of shark attack in those waters.
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Associations of "Documented" (30 Words)

accuracy The quality or state of being correct or precise.
We have confidence in the accuracy of the statistics.

airmail Send or transport by airmail.
I have a sheaf of letters to airmail.

authentic
(in existentialist philosophy) relating to or denoting an emotionally
appropriate, significant, purposive, and responsible mode of human life.
The letter is now accepted as an authentic document.

authenticated Established as genuine.

authorized Endowed with authority.
The authorized biography.

certified Fit to be certified as insane and treated accordingly.
A certified accountant.

https://grammartop.com/authentic-synonyms
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chartered Hired for the exclusive temporary use of a group of travelers.
A chartered plane.

clinically
In a bare, functional, and clean way.
They used murder as a cold blooded and clinically calculated means to a
political end.

credible Appearing to merit belief or acceptance.
Credible information.

dependable Financially sound.
A dependable worker.

duly In accordance with what is appropriate or suitable for the circumstances.
The ceremony duly began at midnight.

eligible
Having the right to do or obtain something; satisfying the appropriate
conditions.
Eligible to run for office.

empirical Derived from experiment and observation rather than theory.
They provided considerable empirical evidence to support their argument.

encyclopedia A book or set of books giving information on many subjects or on many
aspects of one subject and typically arranged alphabetically.

entry A written record of a commercial transaction.
A fluffed entry.

examiner An investigator who observes carefully.
A police vehicle examiner.

indefeasible Not liable to being annulled or voided or undone.
An indefeasible right to freedom.

medically In a way that relates to the science or practice of medicine.
Medically trained staff.

objectively In a way that is not influenced by personal feelings or opinions.
The physical world we think of as objectively true.

observable Capable of being seen or noticed.
An observable change in behavior.

proven (of a new method, system, or treatment) tried and tested.
A system based on proven technologies.

qualified
Holding appropriate documentation and officially on record as qualified to
perform a specified function or practice a specified skill.
Newly qualified nurses.

reasonable As much as is appropriate or fair; moderate.
The carpet is in reasonable condition.

https://grammartop.com/credible-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/empirical-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/proven-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/qualified-synonyms
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registered
Of a letter or parcel sent by registered post.
Record is made of registered mail at each point on its route to assure safe
delivery.

reliable A reliable person or thing.
The supporting cast includes old reliables like Mitchell.

scientifically In a way that relates to or is used in science.
Scientifically minded people.

subscribe Mark with one’s signature; write one’s name (on.
Some 40 000 users have subscribed to the service.

tested Tested and proved useful or correct.
A tested method.

trained
Having been taught a particular skill or type of behaviour through practice
and instruction over a period of time.
Well trained servants.

verifiable Capable of being verified.
A verifiable account of the incident.

https://grammartop.com/subscribe-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/tested-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/verifiable-synonyms

